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Bollywood Movie Anthems) for free online on Gaana.ru, as well as all
other MP3 songs by Arif - the whole album in whole and separately, in
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Vocalist Arif, a talented, bright and pleasant vocalist, a multifaceted
creative personality, he began his career while still at school. After

receiving secondary education, he entered the conservatory in the violin
class and worked in his specialty for some time. After graduating from
the conservatory, he devoted his life entirely to music. Arif participated
in various competitions, both local and international, for the first time he

took part in a competition among musicians from the CIS countries in
St. Petersburg. After this competition, he even stayed as a contestant for

3 weeks and became a finalist. Then he very brightly took part in the
Eurovision Song Contest, where he took 2nd place and overtook such

performers as France and Italy. In total, in 2001, Arif entered over 300
contests, one of his biggest and most significant successes was 3rd place
in the "Bollywood Dreams Volleyball" competition, which he took while
still in high school. Despite this, Arifo was always active and energetic,

he showed himself as a poet on stage as well. In 2005, at the festival
"Baaz Fest", Arif composed the song "Bhoomi" (it's more a life story

than a love story), which was very highly appreciated. In general, a lot of
Arif's creativity is on everyone's lips and many of his songs are known
by heart. In addition, Arizo is a unique singer who was able to infect
absolutely everyone with whom he communicated with his energy. In
2009, he was awarded the title of "People's Favorite", which he was

awarded for his popularity on the Internet and as a songwriter for many
popular artists. You can get acquainted with the work of Arizot on his
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official website. On our site you can listen online Arif Milkhani
Bhoomil mp3 for free, without registration and more. If you want to add

something to this song, or change - let us know. English lyrics of the
song Arif 'Bhomi' - Lolita. Video watch online Lyrics of Lolita's song

"Baby" (video watch online) T
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